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Pacific Union Conference 
Academy Bible Teachers’ In-Service 

January 24-25, 2022 in Thousand Oaks, CA 
 
Keynote Address on Monday, 3:35-4:15 PM 
Regular, Diet, or Supersized? 
Natural and Supernatural Faith 
 
Bible Teacher = “God source” and “instructs” (from the known to the unknown) 
Please come to the front; line up alphabetically by 1st names; 2somes 
Rom. 12:3 and 10:17 
Everyone is given a measure of faith. Natural or Supernatural? 
Faith comes by hearing the Word of God. Natural or Supernatural? 
 
Natural Revelation and Special/Supernatural Revelation 
The “natural” can help us discover and understand the “supernatural” 
1 Kings 4:29-34. 
Christ’s Object Lessons starts with the parable of the sower and the seeds/soils 
 
“The God of the Gaps” 
Disappearing handkerchief trick; small god isn’t one you will worship 
Psalm 19:1-4; The heavens continue to speak of God 
(More Tips for Youth Leaders) in case I lose you! 
 
The Hubble Telescope—launched April 25, 1990, 340 miles above earth (atmosphere) 
The Hubble Deep Field—Robert Williams, Dec. 18-28, 1995, 342 exposures of a dark 
spot the size of a tennis ball from 100 meters. 
The Hubble Ultra Deep Field—2003-2012; 10,000 galaxies at 400M-12B lightyears. 
The universe began 13.8 billion years ago with a Big Bang and light. Scientists have 
now been able to measure how much “matter” is in the universe, but measuring 
everything turns out to not measure everything. 
Why don’t galaxies spin out of control? Something is holding everything together! We 
don’t know what it is, so we are calling it “Dark Matter” because it’s dark/unknown to us. 
This accounts for 27% of the universe. 
After the Big Bang, would you expect matter to keep accelerating, reach a steady state, 
or slow down? Vote on it. 
It accelerated, then slowed to a steady state. Then, about 5 or 6 billion years ago it 
started to speed up again. We have no idea why. There is some kind of force or 
“energy” out there causing it, but we know virtually nothing about it, so we are calling it 
“Dark Energy.” It accounts for about 68% of the universe. 
This leaves only 5% of the universe being “matter”—stuff we have actually located 
because of Hubble. 
Your Object Lessons (in 2somes) 
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The James Web Space Telescope (launched last Christmas; reached its spot today) 
Where is it located? L2 (Lagrange point #2) 
Lagrange points are based on the mass of “matter” and its gravitational pull. It is also 
affected by speed. 
Sun and earth and earth’s orbit around the sun. The moon’s orbit around earth. 
L1 is the spot between the sun and earth where there’s equilibrium. 
L2 is the spot beyond earth where the sun and earth create equilibrium 
L3 is the spot on the opposite side of the sun 
L4 is 91.5 million miles from the earth and sun (isosceles triangle) 
L5 is the same spot below 
Your Object Lessons (in 2somes) 
 
ValueGenesis IV (Dr. Chang-ho Ji at La Sierra University) 
ValueGenesis 3, 2, and 1 
Origin: SDA Education—Project Affirmation (4 sub-committees) 
Faith, Values, and Commitment—what makes a person an Adventist? We couldn’t 
come to agreement, which led to Valuegenesis 
2 desires outcomes: 
 Faith Maturity 
 Denominational Loyalty 
Previously we had only asked, “Are you an Adventist?” Now we added, “What kind of an 
Adventist—what about your faith?” 
We were able to make comparisons with the ECE study by Search Institute. 
Table of comparisons (SDA, SB, 5MP) 
What did you notice? Why did this happen? What is FAITH? 
RED HAT—Pick 8 names out of the hat for “faith leaders.” The rest get an envelope 
with a potential component of faith. See if you can get a “faith leader” to accept your 
component as part of their picture of faith. GO! If you don’t get accepted, there is a 
place of full acceptance (#9 person). 
WHAT IS FAITH? 
Reporting 
 
Your student’s faith: Regular, Diet, or Supersized? I challenge you to move them to 
supersize their faith—naturally and supernaturally! 
 
 
 


